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Class Materials Minimum	
slit

External
blade

diameter

Maximum	
slitting
speed

Maximum
material
weight

Force	
at	58	psi
(4	bar)

Recom-
mended

air	pressure

Maximum	
vertical	
stroke

Converting Paper, coated papers, 
fi ne printing papers, 

foils, paperboard, 
chrome-coated, 

poly-coated, all fi lms, 
non-wovens 

2.047”/1.968”*
(52/50* mm) 

* without the  
knife guard

5.905”
(150 mm)

4921 ft/1’
(1500 m/1’)

0.143 lb/ft2 
(700 g/m2)

Vertical
30.9 lb
(14 kg)

Horizontal
6.2 lb

 (2.8 kg)

58÷80 psi 
(4÷5.5 bar)

0.984”
(25 mm)

Note : Sl it t ing speed is inversely proport ional to material weight . It fur ther depends upon the technical characterist ics of the product to be cut .

 SPECIFICATIONS AND DIMENSIONS
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ø 5.905”x3.149”
(150x80)

0.236" (6)
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2.972”

6.811” (173)

C (76)
2.992”

6.811” (173)

D (76)
2.992”

6.811” (173)

E

C
Knifeholder assembled on bracket with linear bearings carria-
ge, pinion for displacement on rack and locking hand grip, code 
45	880	CA	GOL	D, mounted on linear rail with double pneu-
matic brake and rack, code 45	910	CA	100	0.

D
Knifeholder assembled on bracket with pinion for displacement 
on linear rack and locking knob, code 45	 880	 ZA	 GOL	 D, 
mounted on dovetail linear rail with rack, code 45	910	ZA	100	0.

E
Knifeholder assembled on bracket with locking knob, code 
45	880	MB	GOL	D, mounted on dovetail linear rail, code 
45	910	MA	100	0.

BRACKETS AND RAILS 
(optional)

Remark	for	installation:
For a correct shear cut mario cotta suggests to respect the 
distance J or K between the top knife axis and the bottom knife 
axis according to the drawings.
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5.512”÷6.299” 5.905”÷5.118”
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	 WARNING
	 - keep hands away from the blade: danger of being cut.
 - check the position of the knife respect to the bottom knife in order to avoid  
 any collision.

1) PNEUMATIC	OPERATION
 Knob A with 3 positions
1.1 Red position → REST: air flow stop.
1.2 Yellow position → SET-UP: knife blade descent and set-up approach.
1.3 Green position → RUN: knife blade descent and run approach.

2)	 OVERLAP	ADJUSTMENT	(at	1st	installation	only)	
	 Knob B: 
2.1 Verify that the number shown in the window above knob B is identical to
 the blade knife Ø being actually used (usually 150 mm) otherwise turn the knob
 up to show the actual value.
2.2 Turn the knob A to the yellow position (SET-UP) in order to check the
 overlap of the knife in respect to the bottom knife.
2.3 Turn the knob A back to the red position.
2.4 Unscrew and remove the grub screw from the knob B. Take care not to lose  
 this screw.
2.5 Turn the knob B counter clockwise/clockwise in order to increase/decrease  
 the blade overlap.
2.6 Repeat the step sequence 2.2, - 2.3 - 2.5 - 2.2 to obtain the blade overlap 
 requested (usually 0.5÷1.5 mm).
2.7 Screw the grub screw on knob B.

3)	 CANT	ANGLE	ADJUSTMENT
	 Knob C:
3.1 Turn the knob A to red position.
3.2 Loosen the set screw in the center of the knob C.
3.3 Rotate the knob C counter clockwise or clockwise, depending on the material  
 direction and blade cartridge position, to adjust cant angle to desired value.   
 Each notch corresponds to 0.25°.
 Attention: 
 The cant angle must be adjusted by turning the knob clockwise. 
 Every time you turn counter clockwise the knob you must: 
 - turn the knob counter clockwise of (at least) one more notch than desired  
 value 
 - then turn the knob clockwise to desired value.
3.4 Tighten the set screw of knob C.
	 Attention: 
 Do not loosen the radial set screws on knob C to maintain the shop calibration.

4)	 BEFORE	PERFORMING	THE	CUT
4.1 Move and lock the bottom knife to the required slitting position.
4.2 Turn the knob A to the yellow position (SET-UP) then move the knifeholder
 so that knife touches the bottom knife.
4.3 Lock the knife holder on its rail.
4.4 Turn the knob A back to the red position.

	 THE	KNIFEHOLDER	IS	NOW	READY	FOR	USE.
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	 WARNING
	 Before performing the maintenance operations: 
 - put on safety gloves.
 - turn the knob A on red position.

5)	 TO	REMOVE	THE	BLADE	CARTRIDGE 
5.1 Pull the lever D up.
5.2 Grab the handle F and,  holding down the safety latch pin E, slide the blade   
 cartridge off.

6)		 TO	INSERT	THE	BLADE	CARTRIDGE	
6.1 With lever D up, slide the blade cartridge onto the knife holder until the safety
  latch pin E snaps in place, indicating the correct position.
6.2 Pull the lever D down to lock the blade cartridge.

7)	 TO	REPLACE	THE	BLADE
7.1 Remove the blade cartridge as shown in 5).
7.2 Loosen the grub screw H of lock-nut L.
7.3 Keep the blade lock pin I pressed and turn the lock-nut L until it is locked.
7.4 Unscrew the lock-nut L using the compass key or by hand. Release the lock pin I.
7.5 Remove blade from the ring-nut.
 To mount the blade follow the inverse procedure paying attention not to 
 tighten the grub screw H too much.

8)	 AFTER	BLADE	REGRINDING	OR	REPLACEMENT
 In order to maintain constant the blade overlap after the knife blade regrinding  
 or replacement:
8.1 Measure the outside diameter (in mm) of the knife blade before mounting it. 
8.2 After mounting the knife, turn the knob B until you can view the 
 value of the measured diameter in the window above the knob.
 Note: the adjustment step of the knob B is 0.5 mm.

	 THE	KNIFEHOLDER	IS	AGAIN	READY	FOR	USE

9)	 TO	REVERSE	THE	BLADE	CARTRIDGE
	 In this way a left-hand knifeholder can become a right-hand one (and vice versa):
9.1 Remove the blade cartridge as shown in 5).
9.2 Turn the blade cartridge 180° and insert it as shown in 6).
9.3  Repeat the procedures 2), 3), 4) if necessary.

10)	 TO	REMOVE	THE	COMPLETE	KNIFE	GUARD
10.1 Unscrew and remove the screws G on the knife guard (two on one side and
 two on the opposite side)
10.2 Slide the knife guard off.
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